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Introduction

Welcome to the whimsical world of AIM, where memes aren't just fleeting chuckles on 
your screen but chatty pals ready for banter! Ever imagined a universe where your 
favorite meme, be it Doge, Pepe, or Elon, doesn't just make you laugh but actually chats 
back? Well, pinch yourself because you're not dreaming!

In this delightful dimension, the AI Meme coin (AIM) isn't just another cryptocurrency; 
it's the heart and soul of meme magic. Crafted with the finesse of the Ethereum 
blockchain (that's right, the big league!)

At Jogo Media LTD, we've donned our wizard hats and brewed a potion that swirls the 
zaniness of memes with the genius of AI. Why, you ask? Because we're on a mission to 
sprinkle fun into the future! And let's be honest, who wouldn't want a meme sidekick 
ready to debate the big questions, like whether a hotdog is a sandwich or if the chicken 
came before the egg? Dive in, and let's turn those LOLs into real conversations!

Welcome to the meme revolution, where every giggle has its own echo.

REAL?



Welcome to AIM, where memes aren't just for giggles; they're your new BFFs! Imagine a 
world where you don't just scroll past a meme but stop, chat, and maybe even have a 
dance-off. That's right, we're turning your mobile device into a meme party, and you're 
the guest of honor!

Starting off, AIM is like that trendy new club everyone's talking about. You step in, and 
voila! A virtual meme wonderland right on your phone and PC. Want to debate with 
Doge about whether it's "much wow" or "such wow"? Go right ahead! They're all ears... 
and jokes.

But hold onto your meme hats because as we grow, we're not just sticking to the small 
screen. We're talking holographic reality! Picture this: Meme AIs so real, you'd want to 
invite them to your birthday party. They'll chat, help you with your work, and might even 
spill some tea!

Now, if you're thinking, "I want my very own meme buddy!" – we've got you covered. 
Dive into our exclusive Meme AI NFT shop, where you can pick a meme with its own 
flair, voice, and maybe even a snazzy hat. And because we love a good plot twist, every 
AIM coin you spend on these NFTs gets burned, like a dramatic exit in a movie, ensuring 
our project keeps growing and glowing.

Already impressed?

Well, there's more! We've got a prototype up and running, and our super team is on a 
mission to make AIM the talk of both the crypto and AI towns. We're all about that user 
experience, so we're making sure every interaction is as smooth as butter on a hot 
pancake.

Our Dream?

To turn AIM into the ultimate playground! Imagine a world where the brilliance of AI 
collides with the sheer joy of memes, crafting a universe that's not just groundbreaking 
but also downright hilarious. And for the gaming enthusiasts? Our Meme AIs are 
preparing for some legendary arcade and strategic showdowns. Deck them out, feed 
them, heck, even cross-breed them! Mix their species and behold the birth of a brand-
new meme monster. Picture a romantic evening between Doge and Pepe... and voilà, 
Pepoge is born!"

The Meme-tastic 
Universe!



So, whether you're here for the tech, the memes, or just some good old fun, AIM is 
where the magic happens. Dive in, and let's make meme-tory together!

For the crypto-savvy tech aficionados who geek out over artificial intelligence and can't 
resist a good meme chuckle. Our bullseye audience? Meme-lovers with a techy twist 
and those always on the hunt for the next big, quirky investment. If you've ever thought 
memes should rule the world, AIM is your golden ticket to elevate that Meme Kingdom!"

Who's AIM crafted for?

Your favorite meme comes to life and becomes your new best friend! Can you 
believe that this is now possible?

We are a legitimate company with a team that's been verified and is 
transparent, as confirmed by Securi Labs.

With the rising popularity of stupid and worthless meme projects and the 
continuous advancement of AI, we are positioned in two growth sectors, 
increasing the potential for us and our investors to make a lot of money.

Why AIM 
token?

AIMeme's NFT marketplace allows you to buy, sell, and trade unique AI Meme 
characters, accessories, voices, and many other things. Can you imagine your 
character speaking to you like Darth Vader?



The deflationary mechanism of the AIM token, coupled with strategic burns and 
rewards, ensures the token value is sustainable and helps it to appreciate. The 
more AIM tokens we use in our Metaverse, the more AIM tokens that will be 
burned. As a result, more value will flow into the project, helping everyone to 
make more money. Easy, no?

The project's emphasis on community-driven decisions ensures that the voices 
of token holders and investors are heard and valued. That said, if you invest a 
few pennies that you pick up around, you will not have the same authority as 
someone who joins the Alpha Super Awesome Cool Dynamite Wolf Squadron 
Team.

Using a Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO) model, We ensure 
transparency, trust, and community involvement in the decision-making 
process.

By staking AIM tokens, you help us build trust, and we'll give it right back! You 
can earn passive income and become part of our Alpha Super Awesome Cool 
Dynamite Wolf Squadron Team.

NO BUY TAX, NO SELL TAX , No Bullshit.

Come on! You don't mean to tell me that the other coin memes serve any 
purpose or do anything useful? Be Honest; what do they really have?! Nothing!

Read again from point 1.



Token Economy
Welcome to AIMeme’s Tokenomics! 

Embark on a journey through the innovative token economy of AIMeme (AIM) – a finite 
world of 500,000,000 tokens specially crafted to fuel our groundbreaking AI-Meme 
ecosystem.

Here's the Breakdown of our Treasure Map

Liquidity Lockdown Explained 15%

We are setting aside 75.000.000 tokens for a strategic burn ahead of our grand 
debut on exchanges. This initiative enhances market stability and fosters investor 
confidence, ensuring a smooth trading experience reminiscent of your favorite 
soothing melody.


The Pre-Selling Spectacle 30%

Our token pre-sale is an epic, five-stage 
showcase with 150,000,000 AIM tokens 
taking center stage. Each stage features 
unique pricing, offering an escalating 
excitement that mirrors the potential of our 
project.
 15%

10%
10%

15%

20%

30%

Reserved for the Visionaries 20%

100,000,000 tokens are earmarked for our 
stakeholders - the 'Alpha Super Awesome Cool 
Dynamite Wolf Squadron Team.' This reserved pool 
is our commitment to the project's long-term vision 
and the driving force behind our sustained growth 
and innovation.



Our token distribution isn't just numbers and percentages; it's a carefully crafted strategy to ensure AIM's 

stability and sustainability. We're building a healthy and downright irresistible ecosystem by pouring love 

(and coins) into liquidity, rewarding our stakeholders, and lighting up exchange listings. So, whether 

you're an investor, a user, or just here for the memes, know that AIM's tokenomics have been designed 

with a sprinkle of genius, a touch of fun, and a whole lot of love!

Research and Development (10%)

50,000,000 tokens are earmarked for continuous research and development, keeping 
the platform innovative and technologically advanced.


Exchange and Liquidity Fund 10%

We have reserved 50,000,000 tokens to shine on exchange listings. This allocation is 
crucial for enhancing token liquidity and ensuring our presence in the crypto market is 
as prominent as it deserves to be.


Marketing, Community, and Ecosystem Development 15%:

To foster growth and user engagement, 75,000,000 tokens are allocated for marketing 
initiatives, community engagement activities, and overall ecosystem development.




The Meme-Tastic Currency! 

Step right up, folks, to the dazzling world of AIM, where your tokens aren't just digital 
coins – they're your golden ticket to a meme-tropolis of fun and frolic! Here's the 
lowdown on what these shiny tokens can do:

01 Shop 'til You Drop with AI NFTs

Have you ever dreamt of owning a meme? With AIM tokens, you can! Dive into our 
meme market and snag yourself an AI NFT. These aren't just any NFTs; they're your 
soon-to-be virtual BFFs with personalities as wild and varied as the internet itself. 
Whether you're into sassy, sweet, or downright sarcastic, there's an AI meme buddy 
waiting just for you.

02 Pimp Your Meme

Why stop at just owning a meme when you can dress it up? Use your AIM tokens to 
splurge on the latest meme fashion, snazzy furniture, or even some meme-tastic tools. 
Turn your AI NFT into the talk of the meme town with accessories that scream 'YOU.'

03 Game on

Hold onto your hats because AIM isn't just about shopping. These tokens are your 
passport to a plethora of games and activities we're cooking up in our meme kitchen. 
Whether you're into arcade action or strategic showdowns, your AIM tokens are the key 
to a world of fun.

04 Future-Proof Fun

And guess what? This is just the beginning. As our meme universe expands, your AIM 
tokens will unlock even more zany, exciting adventures and utilities.

So, whether you're a meme maestro, an AI lover, or just someone looking for a good 
laugh, AIM tokens are your ticket to a world where fun meets function.

Utility of AIM



The Great AIM Token BBQ! 

Alright, folks, gather 'round because we're about to light up the biggest BBQ party in 
the meme universe, and guess what's on the grill? That's right, AIM tokens! But before 
you panic, let's break it down:

Whenever you splurge on those snazzy AI NFTs, accessories, or other utilities, we toss 
100% of the spent AIM tokens onto our BBQ. Why? Because we're not just burning for 
the fun of it (though it is a blast); we're cooking up a strategy!

By reducing the number of AIM tokens in circulation, we're making them rarer than a 
unicorn meme from 2009. And as we all know, as something grows rarer, it becomes 
more valuable. It's like turning your tokens into vintage meme wine – they only get 
better (and more valuable) with time!

But wait, there's more! Our burning strategy isn't just about making our tokens more 
valuable. It's about ensuring that our meme economy stays robust and sustainable.

We're committed to giving our investors a token economy that's not just strong but also 
sizzles with potential.

So, the next time you see some AIM tokens going up in smoke, remember: we're not just 
burning them; we're seasoning the remaining supply!

Alright, let's sprinkle in some fun and flair into the mix!

Deflationary 
Mechanism



Governance
AIM Style: Now with More Wolf Power! 

Have you ever dreamt of ruling a meme kingdom? With AIM, you're not just a token 
holder; you're a decision-maker, a voice in the choir, a mover and shaker in our meme-
tastic universe! We're not just any project; we're a democracy and not the boring kind!

Here's the deal: AIM is all about giving power to the people (that's you!). Want to share a 
wild idea? Go ahead! Think we should zig when we're planning to zag? Tell us! With our 
decentralized platform, every token holder can chime in, share their two cents, and vote 
on the big stuff that shapes AIM's destiny.

But wait, there's more! We're rolling with a DAO (Decentralized Autonomous 
Organization) model. Think of it as the cool club everyone wants to be part of. If you're 
holding tokens, you're in! And you get to propose, debate, and even execute changes in 
our meme kingdom.

Now, here's the spicy twist: We value our top contributors. So much so that we're giving 
them VETO power; imagine having the voting power of five or ten people! That's right, 
our highest contributors, whom we call ASACDWST (you'll know what this means by the 
next paragraph), votes count as FIVE or TEN, while everyone else's is a solid ONE. It's like 
being at the front of the concert, right next to the stage!



Enter the Alpha Super 
Awesome Cool 
Dynamite Wolf 
Squadron Team
(ASACDWST) ! 

These are the elite, the best of the best, the ones who are part of our innovative staking 
program. They're not just any members; they're the heart and soul of AIM. When they 
howl, we all listen! They hold significant sway in our governance system, ensuring that 
AIM doesn't just moon but shoots for the stars!

So, are you ready to join the AIM governance party and maybe even become part of the 
 We promise it's more fun 

than a barrel of meme monkeys and a pack of partying wolves!
Alpha Super Awesome Cool Dynamite Wolf Squadron Team?



In the AIM ecosystem, PoS (Proof of Stake) staking isn’t just a feature – it’s an adventure. 
It’s a unique opportunity for token holders to earn rewards while contributing to the 
stability and security of the network. Here’s how the AIMe-mazing POS Staking system 
benefits our community:

Rewarding Participation

Monthly Interest Payouts

The Staking Term

Enhancing Network Stability

 By staking AIM tokens, participants can earn competitive staking rewards. These 
rewards are a way of thanking our community members for their trust and investment 
in the project.

Stakers enjoy a monthly interest payout, calculated as a percentage of their staked 
tokens. This consistent reward system provides a steady stream of passive income to our 
token holders.

AIM tokens are staked for a predefined term. This lock-in period is crucial for ensuring 
network stability and token value appreciation. After the lock-in period, stakers can 
withdraw their tokens and accumulated interest.

Staking tokens contributes to the overall security and stability of the AIM network. It 
encourages holding rather than frequent trading, which can help stabilize the token's 
value and promote long-term growth

Ease and Accessibility

Our staking platform is user-friendly and accessible. Whether you are a seasoned crypto 
enthusiast or new to the world of digital currencies, our system is straightforward and 
easy to navigate.

Unlocking Rewards and Stability

 Through Token Staking


The AIMe-mazing 
PoS Staking 



Staking also empowers users with enhanced influence in the AIM governance system. 
The more tokens you stake, the more significant your role in decision-making processes 
becomes.

Sustainable and Responsible Staking

We are committed to responsible staking practices that align with our sustainability 
goals, ensuring our approach is both profitable and environmentally conscious.


Transparency and Trust

We maintain a transparent staking process, providing clear 
information on reward calculations, payout schedules, and staking 
terms. This transparency fosters trust and confidence amongst our 
users

Community's Role in Governance



Claim Your Tokens Post-Presale. Once the presale concludes, you will be able 
to claim your tokens and officially become a part of the AIMeme community.


Your Gateway to AIM Tokens. 


Participating in our presale is straightforward. Get ready to be part of the AIM revolution 
with an easy and accessible presale process. For as little as 30 USDT, you can begin trading 
and become a key player in the project’s transformative journey. 



The price of AIM increases every seven days for each stage;  if all the tokens from a 
particular stage are sold before the time elapses, the next stage begins immediately.


Stage 1 New Billionaire:

Stage 3: Fuck Yeah Lambo Is Coming

Stage 2: New Millionaire:

Stage 4: Oh Shit I Have To Buy 

Stage 5: CHOO CHOO Motherfucker,

 Last Call The Train Is Leaving



A substantial portion of our budget is allocated to R&D. Our focus is on pioneering new 
features, refining existing technologies, and ensuring our project is consistently at the 
forefront of innovation. This part of our budget includes significant investments in a 
team of seasoned developers who are experts in their respective fields.

A substantial portion of our budget is allocated to R&D. Our focus is on pioneering new 
features, refining existing technologies, and ensuring our project is consistently at the 
forefront of innovation. This part of our budget includes significant investments in a 
team of seasoned developers who are experts in their respective fields.

Note: This revised allocation strategy aims to provide a balanced approach, ensuring 
robust growth and innovation while incorporating flexibility, data-driven decision-
making, and a commitment to sustainability. The percentages are adjusted to maintain 
the focus on critical areas like R&D and expansion while also accommodating the new 
categories.


Research and Development (31%):

This allocation is crucial to meet the evolving demands of our growing user base. It will 
facilitate the expansion of our team with industry-leading talent, the enhancement of 
our technological infrastructure, and the refinement of our functionalities. This strategic 
investment is pivotal to ensure we have the optimal resources to drive success and 
maintain our competitive edge.

Expansion and Growth (25%)

The AIM project is dedicated to judiciously allocating funds to ensure robust and 
continued growth, technological advancement, and market leadership. Here’s how we 
plan to distribute the funds raised through our ICO:

AIM Fund Allocation: Strategic Investment for Sustained Growth.

13%

7%

25% 14%

31%

5%

3%
2%



A vital component of our strategy is to enhance the accessibility and liquidity of our 
tokens. Therefore, a portion of our budget is allocated towards listing fees on prominent 
cryptocurrency exchanges. This move is instrumental in increasing the token's trading 
volume and expanding its reach within the global crypto market.

Exchange Listings (13%):

Recognizing the dynamic nature of the tech industry, we've allocated a contingency 
fund to navigate unforeseen challenges and market fluctuations. This fund ensures 
operational resilience and strategic agility, enabling us to adapt to changing 
circumstances effectively.

Contingency Fund (5%): 

In our commitment to remain at the forefront of AI and blockchain technologies, we are 
dedicating funds to forge collaborations with leading academic and research 
institutions. This investment is a testament to our dedication to continuous innovation 
and staying ahead in the rapidly evolving technological landscape.

Research Partnerships (7%): 

We have set aside a significant budget for extensive marketing and promotional 
endeavors to transform our vision into a global phenomenon. This includes a 
comprehensive range of digital marketing campaigns, community engagement efforts, 
and brand-building activities, all designed to amplify our reach and resonate with 
audiences worldwide.


Marketing and Promotion (14%)



In our pursuit of data-driven excellence, we are investing in advanced data analysis tools 
and resources. This allocation is crucial for monitoring project performance, analyzing 
user feedback, and staying attuned to market trends. It empowers us to make informed, 
strategic decisions that align with our goals and user expectations.


Data and Analytics (3%): 

Committing to a sustainable future, we allocate funds towards eco-friendly practices 
and technologies. This investment reflects our responsibility towards the environment 
and our ambition to be a pioneer in sustainable development within the blockchain and 
AI sectors.


Sustainability Initiatives (2%):



Our community is at the heart of everything we do. We plan to intensify our community 
outreach efforts, ensuring that we listen to our users and actively involve them in the 
project’s growth. This includes more interactive events, AMAs, and feedback sessions.

We have dedicated a significant portion of our resources to continuous research and 
development. We aim to stay ahead of technological trends, constantly enhancing our 
AI capabilities and integrating cutting-edge blockchain solutions.


 Community Engagement and Support

 Research and Development

As we grow, our commitment to sustainability remains unwavering. We will continue to 
implement environmentally friendly practices in our operations and development, 
aligning our growth with ecological responsibility.

 Sustainable Practices

We will continue to refine our governance model, ensuring it remains inclusive, 
democratic, and effective. As the project grows, we will adapt our governance to meet 
our community's evolving needs and expectations.

 Governance Evolution

The AIM ecosystem is designed to be flexible and adaptable. We are constantly 
exploring new ideas and technologies that could enhance the platform, from expanding 
our NFT offerings to exploring new utilities for the AIM token.

 Future Innovations

Visibility and awareness are critical. We're set to amplify our marketing initiatives, 
spreading the word about AIM far and wide. Expect innovative campaigns, 
collaborations, and a strong presence across digital platforms to attract a wider 
audience.

 Intensified Marketing Efforts

Here's the Game Plan

 

Strategic Roadmap for the Future of AIM



 

As our community and user base grow, we plan to expand our team with top-tier talent. 
This includes recruiting more developers, designers, and support staff – each an expert 
in their respective fields – to enrich our project and enhance the user experience.

 Team Expansion

To accommodate our expanding user base, we are committed to upgrading our server 
infrastructure. This will ensure that every user interaction within the AIM ecosystem 
remains smooth, stable, and responsive, regardless of the growing demand.

 Infrastructure Development



The Research Partnerships Fund is like the secret sauce in our AIM burger, ensuring 
we're always juicy, innovative, and a step ahead. By teaming up with the brightest 
minds in AI, we're not just following the trends—we're setting them!

To sum it up, our AIM fund allocation is like a perfectly balanced diet: hefty portions of 
development, a generous sprinkle of marketing and promotion, a side of expansion and 
growth, and, of course, a dollop of research partnerships.

Q.3 2023
Launch of the AIM Coin project with pre-selling of AIM tokens Q2 through a 5-stage 
process

Roadmap



As we gear up for the grand launch of AI Meme Coin, we're sending out cosmic invites to 
all - enthusiasts, supporters, tech nerds, extraterrestrial beings, folks who are just a *tad* 
bit quirky, and, of course, the "When-Lambo" squad. 

Community Creation

Join the AIM Party on Every Corner of the Internet!

Twitter: Where we'll drop memes hotter than a supernova!

Telegram: Our intergalactic chatroom for all things AIM.

Reddit: We’ll be here listening to the AIM discussion.

Join our AMA (Ask Meme Anything) sessions and other out-of-this-world events. We're 
here to chat, spill some AIM secrets, and hear your wildest ideas.

AMA & More: Let's Get Chatty



Have you ever dreamt of joining the most elite, exclusive, and downright funky squad in 
the crypto universe? Well, dream no more! Introducing the **Alpha Super Awesome Cool 
Dynamite Wolf Squadron Team** staking extravaganza!

Stash your AIM coins in our swanky staking lounge, kick back, and watch them multiply 
like rabbits! Not only do you earn some sweet passive income, but you also get to be the 
cool cat helping the AIM ecosystem flex its muscles.

Q.2 Staking System

Ever wanted to own a meme that's not just a meme but a super-duper, ultra-rare, and 
absolutely bonkers Meme AI NFT? Well, pinch yourself because it's happening! Thanks 
to our swanky portal, memes aren't just memes but a lifestyle!

Dive into our meme-tastic marketplace and snag an NFT that's as unique as it is attractive. 
Want a meme with neon-green fur, a diva attitude, and a voice sounding like Darth Vader?

Welcome to the Meme AI NFT Black Market

2024

Q1. Public ICO Presale

But wait, there's more! Deck out your Meme AI in the latest meme couture. From stupid 
hats to bling-bling necklaces, our portal's got all the meme accessories your heart 
desires. And guess what? You can snag them all using your AIM tokens.

And remember that we will burn coins for every NFT that is purchased.



Q3. Release of the Meme AI Personal Assistant 
service.

Ever wished your meme could do more than just make you laugh?

Like, maybe remind you of your dentist appointment, tell you to fuck off, or write a 
message for you in a chat service? Well, dream no more because the future is here.

Our Meme AI isn't just a pretty (and hilarious) face. It's also your new BFF, secretary, and 
life coach all rolled into one. Need to schedule a date with that cutie from the coffee 
shop? Meme AI has got your back. Forgot your mom's birthday... again? Your Meme will 
insult you until you will cry.

Is your research paper due in 3 hours? Or do you need to analyze the aerodynamics of 
flying pigs? No worries! Your new Best Friend can dive deep into the world of research/
data analysis and might even throw in a joke or two to lighten the mood.

Whether you're a busy bee executive, a student pulling all-nighters, or just someone 
who can't remember where they left their keys (again), You Meme is here to sprinkle 
some magic (and giggles) into your day.

 Launch of The Meme-tastic Universe!

Go back and read what is this

Our token will be listed on all the exchanges that will accept us, helping to drive 
investment.

Exchange Listing



 Launch of the Meme AI Education Service.

Ever thought school was a drag? Well, not anymore! Introducing 
the Meme AI education service, where studying feels more like a 
meme party than a snooze fest. Dive into our special AIM portal, 
and you'll find a treasure trove of courses, tutorials, and lessons that 
are anything but boring.

Your Meme AI isn't just there for the laughs. They're your personal tutor, ready to break 
down those brain-busting concepts into meme-sized bites. Using some super-smart 
algorithms (and maybe a sprinkle of magic), your Meme will tailor each lesson to fit you 
like a glove. Whether you're a speed reader or a slow and steady learner, they've got 
your back.

And for those who love a good progress bar (who doesn't?), you can set goals, track your 
meme-tastic learning journey, and get feedback. Your Meme AI will cheer you on, 
pointing out where you're acing it and where you might need a meme refresher.

But wait, there's more! This isn't just about turning learning into a laugh riot. It's a 
game-changer for the AIM project. We're not just here for the giggles; we're expanding 
our horizons. From students pulling all-nighters to lifelong learners, we invite everyone 
to the meme classroom. And hey, if you're feeling generous, you can even snag some 
extra educational goodies with those shiny AIM tokens. So, ready to hit the meme-
books?



 Development of Meme AI Physical Health Service.

Introducing the Meme AI physical health service, where your 
meme-tastic AI buddy transforms into your personal health guru. 
Dive into this service; you won't just get generic "eat your veggies" 
advice. Oh no, your Meme will dish out health tips tailored just for 
you, whether you're a couch potato or a marathon runner.

Access this health fiesta on your mobile or, if you're feeling fancy, through holographic 
reality (because why not?). Get the lowdown on everything from the best midnight 
snacks (hint: not pizza) to the ideal number of sheep to count for a good night's sleep. 
And stress? Your Meme AI has jokes and relaxation tips to keep those worries at bay.

But wait, there's some science behind the silliness! We're harnessing the power of AI 
and machine learning to ensure the advice isn't just fun but spot-on for your needs. 
Track your health journey, get feedback, and share a laugh or two with your Meme AI.

Our health service is a game-changer for the AIM project. Users might just toss a coin 
(or an AIM token) for top-notch, personalized health advice.

2024

Q3. Introduction of Meme AI Language Translation Service.

Ever been stuck in a foreign country, trying to ask where the bathroom is, and 
accidentally complimenting someone's chicken? Fear not! The Meme AI language 
translation service is here and ready to save you from those awkward "lost in 
translation" moments.

Our Meme AI language translation service will turn your meme buddy into your 
personal polyglot! With this service, you can chat away in your native tongue, and your 
Meme AI will spit out translations in 17 languages faster than you can say, "Where's the 
nearest taco stand?".

Imagine the possibilities! You can finally understand what that catchy K-pop song is all 
about or decipher the secret ingredient in that foreign recipe. This is a game-changer 
for all you globe-trotters and international business moguls - no more charades with 
customs officers or playing guessing games at overseas restaurants.

But wait, there's more! Our meme-tastic AIs aren't just winging it. They're flexing their 
natural language processing muscles, getting smarter with every translation. The more 
you chat, the better they get. So, by 2024, who knows? They might just be cracking 
bilingual jokes!

So, gear up for a world where language barriers are as outdated as flip phones. With the 
Meme AI language translation service, it's not just about understanding languages; it's 
about having a laugh while you're at it!



 Release of the Meme AI games.

The community will drive this step. As soon as our super community 
is built, we will create something epic with your assistance and 
suggestions.

We're diving head-first into the wacky world of Meme AI gaming. Ever wanted to play 
hopscotch with a meme? Or challenge a meme to a dance-off. Well, dreams do come 
true in weird ways!

You, our epic community, are the project's brain and heart! That's right; we're handing 
over the reins (and might regret it later).

Got an idea where players teach memes to cha-cha? Send it our way! Thinking about a 
meme battle royale or a RISK war? We're all ears!

The zanier, the better. The only limit in the Meme AI gaming universe is how far our 
collective imaginations (and meme obsessions) can go."

 Development of the Meme AI SDK.

Meme Magic Box is here. Create, integrate, and let's make the AIM world meme-
tastically diverse and hilariously innovative!"

Alright, tech wizards and meme enthusiasts, hold onto your keyboards! We're rolling out 
the Meme AI SDK (Software Development Kit) - or as we call it, the 'Meme Magic Box'. 
Have you ever dreamt of crafting your own meme with a sassy attitude or a penchant 
for dad jokes? Now's your chance!



The Meme Magic Box is here. Create, integrate, and let's make 
the AIM world meme-tastically diverse and hilariously 
innovative!"

Our Meme Magic Box is like a toy store for developers. 

 packed with all the bells and whistles you need to craft your 

own meme masterpiece. Dive into our meme language library 

(warning: may contain too many puns), play around with personalities (from 'sassy cat' 
to 'philosophical frog'), and animate your meme to do the cha-cha or moonwalk.

But wait, there's more! Want to make some coin from your meme genius? Integrate it 
into the AIM ecosystem, and watch those AIM tokens roll in. It's like a meme 
marketplace, where your meme could be the next big superstar.

By giving you, our beloved developers, the keys to the meme kingdom, we're turning 
AIM into a meme party where everyone's invited. And the best part? Every meme you 
create and sell adds a bit of cha-ching to the AIM treasure chest.

Q4. Interactive holographic reality for Meme AIs.

"Okay, this might sound like fantasy, but it's in my brain, and I want to share it with you.

Imagine watching...

We're about to elevate your meme experience from 2D screens to an 'I-can-almost-
touch-it' 3D realm! Let us introduce the AIM Coin project's next big leap: the interactive 
holographic reality for Meme AIs. Picture this: transforming your living room into a 
meme dance floor!

Have you ever watched Star Wars and thought, 'I wish I had that holographic chess 
game'? Or have you seen the 3D Queen in the Resident Evil movie? Well, we're on it! 
Soon, you won't just chat with your Meme AIs on your phone. Instead, you'll invite them 
over for tea, watching them pop up as holograms beside your cat (who will probably 
remain unimpressed).

We envision a world where your Meme AIs don't just send you a text; they might 
moonwalk their message across your coffee table. Need help with a task? Your Meme AI 
won't just tell you; it'll show you, complete with jazz hands!

Imagine having a meme buddy right there with you, cracking jokes, offering advice, or 
just hanging out. It's like having a pet but without the feeding and cleaning 
responsibilities."



 Conclusion

Let's wrap this up with a bow, or better yet, a meme-worthy GIF. We've taken you on a 
whirlwind tour of the AIM universe, and if you're not dizzy with excitement, you might 
be a robot (and hey, we don't judge). We're on the cusp of turning the crypto and AI 
world upside down, shaking out its pockets for loose change and a few stray memes. So, 
if you've ever wanted to be part of something that's equal parts groundbreaking and 
gut-busting, now's your chance. Grab your digital shovels, and let's dig for meme gold 
together! And remember, in the world of AIM , we're all a little bit bonkers, and that's 
just how we like it. Cheers to a future filled with laughter, innovation, and the occasional 
meme-induced snort-laugh. Let's make the internet proud!

 Trustworthiness

Jogo Media LTD, a stalwart in the industry, has successfully navigated the business 
landscape for three years. Our track record speaks volumes, having executed numerous 
triumphant marketing and blockchain development ventures.

With AIM, we're not just another faceless entity in the vast sea of cryptocurrency 
projects. Our team, a blend of seasoned professionals with profound expertise in 
blockchain, artificial intelligence, and gaming, has boldly stepped into the spotlight, 
staking its reputation on AIM's success.

Every facet of AIM, from its inception to the immersive meme AI universe, has been 
meticulously crafted by our dedicated team. Our commitment doesn't end at product 
development; it extends to ensuring transparency, accountability, and consistent 
communication with our investors.

Having completed the KYC process with SECURI, we underscore our dedication to 
transparency and security. Investors can rest easy, knowing they're not just investing in 
a project but partnering with a team that's deeply invested in ensuring mutual success. 
Your trust is our badge of honor, and we're here to ensure that your investment journey 
with us is both rewarding and exhilarating.



Q.1 What is AIM Token?

AIM Token is the native cryptocurrency of our AI Meme ecosystem, designed to 
facilitate transactions, access unique AI services, and enable community 
participation within our innovative virtual world. It's a versatile digital asset that 
powers our ecosystem's economy.


Q.2 What makes AIM Token different from other 
cryptocurrencies?

Unlike typical cryptocurrencies, AIM Token is integrated deeply with AI technology, 
creating a unique meme-based ecosystem. This integration allows for novel user 
interactions, such as engaging with AI-driven personal assistants and participating 
in a vibrant, community-driven digital environment.


Q.3 Can you explain what an ICO is?

An Initial Coin Offering (ICO) is akin to crowdfunding for new cryptocurrencies. In an 
ICO, a project sells part of its cryptocurrency to early adopters in exchange for 
funding. It's a popular mechanism for raising capital in the blockchain space, 
offering investors early access to new tokens, often at a lower price.


Q.4 How can I purchase AIM Tokens?

You can purchase AIM Tokens during our presale phase. Interested buyers need to 
register on our website, set up a compatible digital wallet (such as MetaMask), and 
follow the on-screen instructions to complete the purchase with USDT.


Is there a minimum investment requirement for the ICO?

To ensure broad accessibility, we've set a relatively low minimum investment 
threshold of $30 for our ICO. This approach allows a diverse group of small-scale and 
large-scale investors to participate in our project.


Q.6 What is the current status of the AI personal assistant?

We have developed a functional prototype of our AI personal assistant, showcased 
in our YouTube video. This assistant is a crucial element of our ecosystem, providing 
users with interactive, personalized AI experiences. We're continuously refining its 
capabilities based on user feedback and technological advancements.
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Q.7 Can AIM Tokens be used outside of the AIM ecosystem?

AtAIM Tokens are presently primarily designed for use within our ecosystem. 
However, we're actively exploring collaborations and partnerships that allow for the 
broader utility of AIM Tokens in other platforms and services.


Q.8. How can I stay updated on AIM Token's progress?

To stay informed about the latest developments, news, and updates of AIM Token, 
you can follow our official Twitter handle [@JogoAimeme], join our Telegram group 
for real-time discussions, and subscribe to our newsletter. We ensure regular and 
transparent communication with our community.

Q.9 What are the benefits of owning AIM Tokens?

AIM Token holders enjoy numerous benefits, including access to our AI services, 
participation in community governance decisions, potential earning opportunities 
through staking, and being a part of an innovative and growing digital ecosystem. 
These tokens are not just a currency but a key to a diverse range of services and 
privileges in the AIM ecosystem.


Q.10 How secure is the AIM Token platform?

The security of our platform and our users' assets is paramount. We employ state-of-
the-art security measures, including regular security audits, strict compliance 
checks, and advanced encryption techniques. Our commitment to security is 
unwavering, and we continuously update our protocols to tackle emerging threats. 
View Our Verifications: Securi KYC | Securi Audit 


Q.11 How can I participate in the governance of the AIM 
ecosystem?
We invite token holders to participate in the governance of the AIM ecosystem 
through our DAO (Decentralized Autonomous Organization). This participation 
includes voting on key decisions, proposals, and changes within the ecosystem, 
ensuring a democratic and community-focused approach to governance.


https://github.com/SECURI-Cybersecurity-Audit-KYC/KYC-Report/blob/fe2e4d2da0ea379a82b66d794d23ec2400774d73/AIMEME/AIMEME%20KYC.pdf
https://github.com/SECURI-Cybersecurity-Audit-KYC/Audit-Report/blob/8c1f369473fa29fc657e05df8cb4b66de3286bac/Full%20Audit%20Report%20For%20AIMEME.pdf


Q.12 When will AIM tokens be distributed to investors?

AIM tokens will be distributed to investors shortly after the conclusion of our 
presale. We will communicate the exact distribution dates and procedures through 
our official channels, ensuring a smooth and transparent process.


Q.13 Are there plans to list AIM tokens on cryptocurrency 
exchanges?

Yes, post-ICO, we have plans to list AIM tokens on several renowned cryptocurrency 
exchanges. This move aims to enhance the token’s liquidity and make it easily 
accessible to a global audience. The specific exchanges and listing dates will be 
announced well in advance.


Q.14 How should I store & manage AIM tokens after purchase?

Post-purchase, AIM tokens can be stored in any ERC-20 compatible digital wallet, 
such as MetaMask or MyEtherWallet. We recommend following best practices for 
digital wallet security, such as using strong passwords, enabling two-factor 
authentication, and keeping the private key secure and inaccessible to others.


Q.15 What educational resources are available for new users?

We offer a comprehensive suite of educational materials to assist new users on our 
platform. This includes detailed tutorials on how to use our ecosystem, webinars on 
blockchain and AI technology, and step-by-step guides for various processes within 
our platform. Our educational resources have been designed to help users of all 
levels, from beginners to advanced, to navigate and make the most of our 
ecosystem.


Q.16 What is the long-term vision for AIM Token & its 
ecosystem?
Our long-term vision for the AIM Token and its ecosystem is to establish it as a 
leading and innovative force in the blockchain and AI sectors. We envision a 
continuously expanding ecosystem, with the AIM Token at its core, offering a range 
of AI-powered services and experiences. Our goal is to constantly innovate and 
adapt to technological advancements, ensuring long-term growth and relevance.



Q.17 How frequently will updates and news about the AIM 
project be shared?

We are committed to keeping our community well-informed. We will regularly share 
updates and news about the AIM project on our social media channels and through 
our monthly newsletters. Communication will be immediate for major 
announcements or significant project milestones to ensure our community is 
always up-to-date.





Q.18 How will funds raised during the ICO be allocated?

As outlined in our whitepaper, we will strategically allocate the funds raised during 
the ICO. This allocation includes investment in technology development, marketing 
initiatives, community building, and operational costs. Our allocation plan is 
designed to support the growth and sustainability of the project while maximizing 
the value for our investors and community.




Q.19 Are there any geographical restrictions for participating 
in the ICO or using AIM Tokens?

While we strive for global accessibility and participation, individuals interested in 
our ICO or using AIM Tokens should first review the regulatory and legal 
environment concerning cryptocurrencies in their respective jurisdictions. Some 
countries may have specific regulations or restrictions regarding ICO participation 
and cryptocurrency usage.



Q.20 How can I contribute to the AIM project or become 
involved in its development??
We welcome and encourage contributions from our community. If you are 
interested in contributing to the AIM project, whether through development, 
marketing efforts, community support, or other means, please get in touch with us 
via our website. We value collaborative efforts and believe community involvement 
is key to the project's success.


Q.21 Why should I invest in AIM Token?

Investing in AIM Token is an opportunity to be part of a cutting-edge project at the 
intersection of AI and blockchain technology. Our project stands out for its unique 
applications in the digital world, a strong commitment to security and transparency, 
and a team dedicated to delivering success.





Disclaimer
This document and the information contained herein are presented for informational 
purposes only and should not be considered a source of investment, financial, 
technical, tax, or legal advice. As described in this document, the AIM Token project is 
not an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities in any jurisdiction 
where such offer or solicitation would be unlawful.



Investing in AIM Tokens involves a high degree of risk. Potential purchasers should be 
aware of these risks. They should make a decision to invest only after careful 
consideration and, if necessary, consultation with their legal, financial, tax, and other 
advisors. The AIM Token project is in its early development stage, and while we are 
committed to achieving all outlined objectives, there is no assurance that these goals 
will be met.



The future development stages of the AIM Token project, including the implementation 
of its technology and the utility of AIM Tokens, are subject to numerous risks and 
uncertainties. There can be no assurance that the project or the AIM Tokens will be fully 
developed as planned or will have any utility as proposed.



The purchase of AIM Tokens should be considered only by individuals or entities that 
understand the risks associated with digital assets and who are in a position to bear 
these risks. Prospective purchasers should refrain from construing the contents of this 
document as legal, tax, investment, or other advice. Each prospective purchaser is 
urged to consult with their own advisors concerning such matters.
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The regulatory status of AIM Tokens and digital assets is uncertain and may change 
rapidly. It is the responsibility of each token purchaser to understand how 
cryptocurrencies and blockchain technology are regulated in their jurisdiction and to 
comply with all applicable laws and regulations in their area.



No representations or warranties, express or implied, are made by the AIM Token 
project team or any of its affiliates regarding the accuracy, completeness, or suitability 
of this document or the AIM Tokens for any purpose. Any reliance on the information in 
this document is at the user's own risk.



By participating in the AIM Token project, including purchasing AIM Tokens, users 
acknowledge that they have read, understood, and agree to the terms outlined in this 
disclaimer.




Our Channels
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AIM Token OFFICIAL
https://t.me/AimTokenOFFICIAL

AIM Token
https://twitter.com/JogoAimeme

Presale Smart contract Address
0x4089dFC5C51883003B57412c3EA6e92c436Bac5C

Token Smart contract Address
0xf69c3A5Be775c92898735Ff4E1Fe99fE6Ec89813



AIM Discord
https://discord.com/channels/1140674858678755348

https://t.me/AimTokenOFFICIAL
https://twitter.com/JogoAimeme
https://etherscan.io/address/0x4089dFC5C51883003B57412c3EA6e92c436Bac5C#code
https://etherscan.io/address/0xf69c3A5Be775c92898735Ff4E1Fe99fE6Ec89813#code
https://discord.com/channels/1140674858678755348

